
Circular 
Dear IAVP & ICVP Executive Members, and IAVP Members/ ICVP 

Diplomats 
           You are aware that the IAVP has been publishing a half yearly 

Newsletter, The Lesion. The combined issue of The Lesion 2017 is due to be 

published by mid of October, 2017. The Newsletter, besides having important 

messages from the President/Secretary General/Chief Editor, if any, has large 

section for Association News, Technical news and important circulars, 

accomplishments (awards, prize, honour, recognition, etc) of our members. In 

Technical news section, we intend to include very interesting and unique case 

reports, breakthroughs in pathology, topical issues, application of cutting edge 

technologies in pathology and any other matter that enhances the skill of 

pathologists. The contribution should not exceed 250 words with one or two 

good quality photographs/ illustrations. Submission of material by the member 

does not guarantee publication in the Newsletter. The final selection of material 

for inclusion in this section will be purely based on the quality, relevance and 

uniqueness of the contributions. Please submit messages / association / 

technical / scientific news/ superannuation’s/ obituaries etc. by e-mail 

(karam.singh@rediffmail.com  ordr.rsomvanshi@gmail.com). Contributors 

may be contacted for any clarification/ queries on their submissions preferably 

by e-mails, which they are requested to respond quickly for timely publication 

of   The Lesion-2017. 

             Members may also send their materials in hard copies and CD by post, 

if internet facilities are not available with them. Also please mention your 

name(s), affiliation, corresponding address, e-mail, contact numbers, etc, on 

each submission. My specific request to the President/Secretaries of the State 

Chapters and Zonal Secretaries of IAVP, to send the news items/proceedings of 

the meetings in concise running text in minimum possible words requiring least 

editorial corrections along with one good quality photograph that may cover 

executive members/other member audience, meeting in progress, presentation in 

progress etc, with banner in the background. Since, this is a regular publication 

of the association, members, instead of waiting for the call/circular, should 

submit their contributions with clearly depicting on the top of the page or 

subject of their mail as “Material for the IAVP Newsletter, The Lesion”. 

In view of the above, I request all the executive members of IAVP/ICVP and 

other members of IAVP to respond quickly to this call by submitting 

news/technical news in large members, so as to make our IAVP Newsletter a 

rapid medium of communication among our IAVP fraternity. 

The last date of submission for the current issue is 30 June, 2017. 

Dr K.P. Singh 

Secretary General, IAVP 
Principal Scientist, Joint Directorate, CADRAD, ICAR-Indian Veterinary 

Research Institute, Izatnagar, UP  243 122 karam.singh@rediffmail.com 
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